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CHAPTER 1

Symbiosis 
Long-term species interactions are called symbioses, after the Greek word for ‘living together’ 
(Martin & Ernest 2012). Symbiotic interactions range from antagonistic to cooperative, and 
can be roughly divided into three categories: parasitic, commensalistic and mutualistic. 
Parasitic symbioses can be exemplified with pathogenic intracellular bacteria, causing serious 
illness to the host (Chowdhury & Rudel 2017). A typical example of a commensal symbiosis 
is yeast in the guts of healthy human individuals, providing nothing but also causing no harm 
to the host (Soll 2002). Mutualistic interactions, benefitting both the symbiont and the host, 
are also common (Bronstein 2015). In theory, the mutualistic behavior should increase the 
fitness of both partners, meaning the benefit to one individual providing goods or services 
to another individual should outweigh the cost of interacting with that individual and vice 
versa. Mutualistic examples are bacteria living on our skin, protecting against skin parasites 
(Campbell & Koch 2017), the beneficial bacteria in our gut (Schretter & Mazmanian 2018) 
or the mitochondria in our cells, energizing our bodies (Searcy 2003). All across the tree 
of life associations exist between eukaryotic hosts with microbial partners (McFall-Ngai et 
al. 2013), which is not surprising since bacteria are estimated to account for 90% of all 
species on earth (Larsen et al. 2017). Most eukaryotic organisms have even more microbial 
symbionts than their own eukaryotic cells: for each human cell in our body, we partner with 
approximately one to ten microbial cells (Sender et al. 2016). These microbes often provide 
vital functions, as the provisioning of energy, digestion of macronutrients or protection against 
less mutualistic microbes (Campbell & Koch 2017). These benefits are not for free and come 
with a cost to the host, for example protection or host resources (Douglas 2008, Sachs et al. 
2011). Such exchange of benefits can turn obligatory for one or both of the partners, to such 
an extent that they cannot live outside of this symbiosis. In extreme examples, symbionts 
can evolve genetic and metabolic integration with their hosts, such as between eukaryote and 
microbes that have evolved into organelles (Searcy 2003; Keeling 2010).

Symbiotic partners 
When both partners share a common interest, for example, among kin, evolutionary 
processes will favor honesty (Biernaskie et al. 2014). However, symbiotic -interspecific- 
interactions, are prone to cheating because both partners might not have perfectly aligned 
interests (Mokkonen & Lindstedt 2016). Cheating is defined as traits or behaviors that are 
beneficial for the cheating individuals but costly to the cooperating individuals, but only 
when these costs and benefits originate from cooperative individuals directing cooperative 
behavior towards the cheaters, rather than the intended recipient cooperator (Ghoul et al. 
2014). Mutualisms are especially vulnerable to cheating because cheating individuals always 
benefit more than cooperators.

Research in the last decade has led to a detailed knowledge on the molecular cross-talk 
between mutualists (e.g. Guttman, McHardy, and Schulze-Lefert 2014). However, we still lack 
a general understanding of the evolutionary origins and stability of mutualistic interactions. 
For example, how is cheating prevented in the communication between mutualistic partners? 
Once signals are released, they become public goods and cheating organisms can use these 
signals, that are not directed to them, as cues to harm the sender. Also, cheating or parasitic 
organisms can mimic signals of mutualistic organisms to gain host resources (Venturi & 
Fuqua 2013), or interfere with signals to increase their own fitness (Ratcliff & Denison 2009; 
Hann et al. 2014). These cheating or parasitic organisms are expected to spread throughout 
populations of mutualists, decreasing the validity of the signal (Ghoul et al. 2014), however, 
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mutualistic interactions are very common. To prevent cheating behavior, most mutualistic 
interactions have evolved mechanisms to discriminate among partners, allowing them to 
interact with beneficial partners. For example, corals expel their symbiotic algae when they 
fail to provide enough carbohydrates (Baker 2001). Some mutualistic interactions involve a 
sanction and reward system as a selection pressure against cheating (Denison 2000; Charlotte 
Jandér et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2014). Good partners are rewarded for their behavior and bad 
partners can be cut off from resources, otherwise known as sanctioning. An example are the 
legumes which house nitrogen fixing bacteria in specialized nodules. The plant provides 
the bacteria with carbon and oxygen and in exchange the bacteria provide the plant with 
nitrogen. The plant however, in some cases, can reduce oxygen to bacteria that fail to provide 
nitrogen and thereby actively eliminate badly performing bacteria (Kiers & Denison 2008).

A host is only able to expel or sanction badly performing symbionts when it cooperates with 
multiple symbionts at the same time. A major question in symbiotic biology is how the genetic 
relatedness among a group of symbionts affects the host. It is predicted by evolutionary 
theory that relatives cooperate more and compete less, because relatives are genetically very 
similar and by cooperating, more of their genes will be transferred on to the next generation 
(Griffin & West 2002; West 2002; West et al. 2007). Following that theory, it can be beneficial 
for a host to interact with a community of highly related symbiotic organisms because of 
increased cooperation within the symbiont community (Frank 1996, 2006; West et al. 2002), 
however, it could also be beneficial to cooperate with multiple different symbionts which 
are all specialized in different things. It is an open question how the relatedness between 
symbionts affect the host. One way to study this question, would be to study the resource 
trade between mutualistic partners connected to different symbiotic communities.

Resource exchange between mutualistic partners
Many mutualistic interactions involve the exchange of goods or services, and these types of 
partnerships can be found all across the tree of life. For example, the offering of fleshy fruits 
by plants in exchange for the distribution of seeds by frugivorous animals (Fleming & John 
Kress 2011), the exchange of honeydew by aphids to secure protection by ant ‘farmers’ (Flatt 
& Weisser 2000), cleaning fish that remove ectoparasites of their client fish in exchange for 
protection (Bshary & Noë 2003), and the exchange of carbon for other nutrients between 
corals and their symbiotic algae (Muller-Parker et al. 2015).

By exchanging resources, mutualistic interactions can help individuals to cope with inequality 
in resources in space and time. However, when resource availability becomes patchier in 
time or space, these resources become less reliable (Palmer 2003; Boza & Scheuring 2004; 
Saavedra et al. 2013; Lowe et al. 2016), and the benefits of each partner in the symbiosis 
can change (Noë & Hammerstein 1994; Kun & Dieckmann 2013; Wyatt et al. 2014). It is 
unknown how mutualistic organisms change their trading strategies when faced with patchily 
distributed resources. For example, it could be beneficial for individuals to hoard resources, 
to maintain competitive strength, for future trading (Brock et al. 2011; Ivens et al. 2012; 
Werner et al. 2014; Wyatt et al. 2016), or to exploit the available resources to dictate the 
trade. 

Biological market theory can be used to describe and predict the exchange of goods and 
services within a mutualism. The biological market theory can be applied if 1) the mutualistic 
partners exchange goods, 2) two distinct classes of traders are present, 3) the traders are 
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able to choose with whom to trade, 4) the traders are able to switch to better performing 
partners, and 5) temporal variations in resource availability exist (Noë & Hammerstein 1994, 
1995; Werner et al. 2014; Hammerstein & Noë 2016). On such biological markets, organisms 
compete for resources just like humans compete for resources on economic markets. On 
the short term, this competition leads to selection of the best trading partner, which in the 
long term, drives adaptive changes on both markets. This can lead to genetic changes on 
the biological market or via knowledge and invitations in the economic market, eventually 
leading to increased benefits of both partners (Leigh 2010).

It has been suggested that also the exchange of resources and goods between symbiotic 
microbes and eukaryotes can be described with the biological market theory (Werner et 
al. 2014). The arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis, a symbiosis between land plants and soil 
fungi, is a good system to study the trade between symbiotic organisms because it meets 
all the criteria of the biological market theory, and the trading patterns might be described 
and predicted accordingly. Two distinct classes of traders are present: plants and arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi. Plants and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi can discriminate between good 
and poor trading partners and selectively chose with whom to trade (Bücking & Shachar-Hill 
2005; Hammer et al. 2011; Kiers et al. 2011; Fellbaum et al. 2012, 2014; Konvalinková et 
al. 2015). Both plants and fungi are able to switch trading partners (Noë & Kiers 2018) and 
resource availability varies over time (Farley & Fitter 1999). 

Arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis
In the arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis, terrestrial plants have evolved a partnership with 
soil fungi of the Glomeromycotina, a subphylum of the Mucoromycota. This mutualism is 
found in about 70% of all land plants, all across the global ecosystem, and is thought to 
have evolved 450 million years ago (Spatafora et al. 2016; Brundrett & Tedersoo 2018). 
The symbiosis has played a key role in the evolution of land plants (Redecker et al. 2000; 
Bonfante & Genre 2008; Field et al. 2015), and still plays a key role in nutrient acquisition 
by plants and nutrient cycling in the environment (Smith et al. 2011; Berruti et al. 2016). 
Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi grow inside the host root, and form dendritic structures inside 
the host root cells, hence their name - arbuscule means ‘little tree’ in Latin - (Smith et al. 
1997; Luginbuehl & Oldroyd 2017). There is low specificity in the partnership: arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi are able to colonize the roots of many plant species (Smith & Read 
2008b), and, vice versa, most plant roots can interact with the various species of arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi. Together, they form an intricate underground network of fungal hyphae 
and plant roots (Montesinos-Navarro et al. 2012). Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi forage the 
soil for phosphorus, nitrogen and other soil-bound nutrients and actively transport these to 
the roots of the host plant (Smith & Read 2008a). The morphological characters of the fungal 
hyphae enables the fungus to grow through tiny spaces in the soil and solid material (Van der 
Wal et al. 2013), accessing soil-bound nutrients that are inaccessible to the host root (Smith et 
al. 2000; Allen 2011). Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi also have a specific set of enzymes which 
enables them to solubilize inorganic bound nutrients, increasing the amount of phosphorus 
available for the plant (Tawaraya et al. 2006). The fungi trade soil-bound nutrients for sugars 
and lipids from the plant (Jiang et al. 2017; Keymer et al. 2017; Luginbuehl et al. 2017). The 
fungi are obligatory biotrophs and do not have the ability to gain carbon or produce lipids by 
themselves, they rely on a host plant as a sugar and lipid source (Parniske 2008; Luginbuehl 
& Oldroyd 2017). 
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It has been shown that host plants and fungal partners selectively chose with whom to trade 
and are able to influence the allocation of nutrients to the partner. Fungi are able to discriminate 
between host roots that differ in their carbon delivery, they trade more phosphorus with plants 
that have more carbon to offer, for example allocating more nutrients to plants standing in 
the sun than standing in the shade (Bücking & Shachar-Hill 2005; Fellbaum et al. 2012, 
2014; Konvalinková et al. 2015), and can limit the flow of phosphorus to roots which deliver 
less carbon (Hammer et al. 2011). Plants have been shown to selectively allocate more 
carbon to better performing fungi that deliver more nutrients (Hammer et al. 2011; Kiers 
et al. 2011). These allocation patterns are not only dependent on host quality, they also are 
affected by abiotic environmental conditions. When the phosphorus concentrations in the 
soil are high, plant roots have been shown to decrease the carbon allocation to fungi (Olsson 
2002) and can even repress the colonization by arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (Breuillin et 
al. 2010; Balzergue et al. 2011, 2013; Carbonnel & Gutjahr 2014). It has also been shown 
that arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi are able to limit the direct phosphorus uptake by the host 
plant roots (Burleigh 2001; Smith 2003; Maldonado-Mendoza et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2011). 
While these studies show that both partners can change their own nutrient allocation and 
can affect the partner, unknown is to which extent one partner can manipulate the nutrient 
allocation or growing pattern of the other partner to increase its own benefit

Many questions about the trading strategies of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi remain 
unanswered. How do spatial resource inequalities or temporal changes in the nutrient 
availability affect the trading patterns of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi? How is the phosphorus 
exchange affected when the fungal network is connected to multiple hosts or when the fungal 
community exists of multiple different fungi? To successfully study trading strategies, I helped 
develop a new technique that allowed me to trace phosphorus over a fungal network into the 
host roots. I constructed a synthetic form of apatite, closely mimicking naturally occurring 
apatite crystals (Sun et al. 2014), that can fluoresce under UV light. Specifically, I conjugated 
phosphorus to fluorescing quantum-dots that can fluoresce in different colors depending on 
the chemistry in the core, without changing the size of outer chemistry of the particle (Bailey 
& Nie 2003; Jang et al. 2003). I have shown that the fungus is able to recognize quantum-dot 
apatite as a phosphorus source and is able to take it up and transport it through the fungal 
network into the host plant. Quantum-dot apatite is non-toxic to the organisms and can be 
used in long term studies, overcoming the limitations of radioactive phosphorus isotopes 
which have a short half-time and are toxic due to their radioactivity. The development of 
quantum-dot apatite is valuable in the study of resource trade in mutualistic interactions. It 
enabled me to precisely study the exchange of resources from different resource patches or 
timepoints from fungi to plants over longer periods of time. 

Thesis outline
The importance of mutualism as a force driving adaptations to new environments, nutrient 
cycling and protection has been demonstrated in many studies (McFall-Ngai 2002; Moran 
2007; McFall-Ngai et al. 2013; Bennett & Moran 2015). However, many questions about 
how mutualistic relations between microbes and eukaryotes evolved and are maintained 
remain unanswered (Bronstein 1994; Sachs et al. 2011). How do the partners in a symbiosis 
communicate? What strategies do partners deploy to benefit from the mutualism? Are these 
strategies flexible, can organisms adapt their strategies depending on the biotic and abiotic 
conditions?
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In this thesis I studied the communication between partners in a symbiosis with a literature 
research on the current findings on the chemical communication between arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi and plants. I answered questions about the trading strategies of mutualistic 
partners by studying the phosphorus trade between plants and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi 
empirically. I determined how the trading strategies of fungi change when they are exposed 
to nutrient inequality, fluctuating resource conditions, host roots with different nutrient needs 
and other competing fungi. 

To engage in a symbiosis, organisms must evolve some sort of communication. When both 
partners share a common interest, such as between kin, or when the signals carry reliable 
information, evolutionary processes will favor honest signaling (Biernaskie et al. 2014). 
However, in interspecific communication, for example between plants and arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi, communication is prone to cheating (Mokkonen & Lindstedt 2016). 
In chapter 2 I discuss the difference between cues and signals (Diggle et al. 2007) with 
examples of how plants and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi convey specific information. I 
evaluate open questions regarding the evolution and maintenance of honest signaling and 
highlight important research on honest signaling.

Underground, diverse communities of fungi interact with living and decaying roots. Fungal 
diversity in natural systems is extremely high, with an estimated number of 2-4 million fungal 
species (Hawksworth & Lücking 2017). In chapter 3 I evaluate a framework to understand 
the massive diversity and abundance of fungal species, with a focus on fungal traits. I review 
key strategy theories, previously used to describe other macro-organisms, and ask if they can 
be applied to fungi. I discuss how we can use the already existing strategies and which need 
to be adapted to describe the special lifestyles of fungi and to understand the high fungal 
abundance. 

In the five chapters following (chapters 4-9), I focus specifically on resource trade in the 
arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis. Resources in nature are not evenly distributed (Tylianakis 
et al. 2008) and in chapter 4 I show how arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi adapt their trading 
strategies when the network is simultaneously exposed to rich and poor patches of resources. 
Here is where I introduce a novel technique to tag phosphorus with fluorescent quantum-dots 
to follow the phosphorus uptake and flow through the fungal network into the host plant 
roots, overcoming the limitations of traditional isotope techniques.

Nutrients are not only unequally distributed in space, they also vary over time (Cain et al. 
1999; Hodge 2004). In chapter 5 I show how the trading strategies of arbuscular mycorrhizal 
fungi change when the fungal network is exposed to a sudden increase or decrease in the 
phosphorus availability. Using fluorescent quantum-dots, I show how fungi manipulate the 
phosphorus flow to their own benefit. I evaluate if we can predict these patterns using a 
biological market framework (Hammerstein & Noë 2016). 

Climate change leads to global warming and the increased occurrence of extreme weather 
events. These events influence the nutrient distribution and the symbiosis between plants and 
arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi. In chapter 6 I study the effects of extreme weather events on 
the nutrient trade between plants and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi. I used quantum-dots to 
trace the nutrient exchange before and after a heating and a flooding event. I show that the 
arbuscular mycorrhizal fungus Rhizophagus irregularis does not improve the survival of 
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Medicago truncatula plants to stressing conditions, nor improve the phosphorus uptake of 
stressed plants. 

Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi can form shared networks between multiple host plants. I 
traced the allocation patterns of phosphorus in a shared fungal network in chapter 7. I show 
how arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi mediate the trade of phosphorus when connected to two 
plants of different ages under different nutrient conditions. I show that the phosphorus needs 
of the host plant affects the allocation patterns of phosphorus by the fungus. I also show 
that fungi change their trading strategies over time, highlighting the importance to include a 
temporal component in the study after nutrient trade between symbionts.

Both plants and fungi are able to influence the nutrient trade of the other partner. In chapter 
8 I focus on how the nutrient foraging of fungal hyphae is affected by the nutrient need of 
the host plant. I ask if the fungal hyphae grow to phosphorus or nitrogen sources specifically 
depending on the nutrient need of the host plant. I discuss why plants might influence the 
foraging patterns of fungal hyphae and how this changes under changing nutrient conditions. 
I show how changing root nutrient conditions influences the morphology of the fungal 
network and how it influences the reproductive behavior of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi.

Biotic factors, as the genetic relatedness among symbionts, also influences symbiotic 
interactions. The morphological characters of the network change when fungi encounter 
other fungi. Fungal hyphae are able to fuse with related strains to form bigger fungal 
networks, but face incompatibility when the genetic difference is too large (Giovannetti et 
al. 2004; Jakobsen 2004). In chapter 9 I show how the genetic relatedness between different 
fungi influences the network formation and functioning. I show that genetically less related 
fungi experience more competition and less cooperation and that this negatively affects the 
cooperation with the host plant.

Lastly, in chapter 10, I generally discuss the results of all the above chapters and I conclude 
the main findings of this thesis.
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